DERMALOGICA TOUCH THERAPIES

While no one knows your skin better than your Dermalogica Skin Therapist, only you know how you feel. That’s why you can customise your Dermalogica Skin Treatment with your choice of Touch Therapy, 15 minutes of extra attention where you need it most.

CUSTOMISED FACE MASSAGE
STRESS RELIEF NECK AND SHOULDER MASSAGE
STRESS RELIEF BACK MASSAGE
STRESS RELIEF FOOT MASSAGE
STRESS RELIEF SCALP MASSAGE

THE SKIN TREATMENT + TOUCH THERAPY = ultimate dermalogica experience

got a key skin concern?
Dedicate your Touch Therapy time to boosting skin results with intense treatment using additional electrical modalities and specialist masques.

want a bit more?
Additional Touch Therapies can be booked at 15 minute increments at a cost of £14.

BIO SURFACE PEEL £56
2 FOR £150
A powerful new skin resurfacing system. It helps reduce acne, pigmentation and signs of premature aging to reveal smoother, brighter and softer skin.

opening times

MONDAY CLOSED
TUESDAY 9 - 5:30
WEDNESDAY 9 - 5:30
THURSDAY 10:30 - 7:00
FRIDAY 9 - 5:30
SATURDAY 9 - Mid afternoon

THURHAM HALL, THURNHAM, NEAR LANCASLER, LA2 0DT PHONE: 07718381735
EMAIL: thebeautyretreat@thurnham@outlook.com
WEBSITE: www.dermalogicaconnect.co.uk/thebeautyretreat
WAXING

Using the award winning PHD waxing system the only waxing system that eliminates the chance of cross infection between waxing clients.

- **Eye Brow Shape** £9
- **Upper Lip** £7.50
- **Chin** £7.50
- **Upper Lip & Chin** £12.50
- **Under Arm Wax** £9
- **Full Arm** £15
- **1/2 Leg Wax** £18
- **Full Leg Wax** £18
- **Back Wax** £16-£22
- **Chest** £16
- **Bikini Line** £10
- **Specialist Bikini Line** £15

EYES

(please note a patch test is required 24 hrs prior to any tinting appointments)

- **Eye Lash Tint (includes a hand massage)** £14
- **Eye Brow Tint** £7.50
- **Perfect Brows (Eye Brow Tint and shape)** £4
- **Eye Lash And Eye Brow Tint** £16.50
- **Party Lashes Last Up To 7 Days** £6
- **Strip Lashes** £10
- **LVL Lashes** £42

HANDS AND FEET

- **CND Vinylux File and Polish** (lasts up to one week) £14
- **CND Citrus Manicure** £26
- **CND Citrus Luxury Manicure** £32
- **CND Marine Pedicure** £26
- **CND Marine Luxury Pedicure** £32
- **Shellac Gel Polish** (chip free varnish up to 14 days) £22
- **Shellac Removal** £9

BODY TREATMENTS

- **Full Body Exfoliation** £24
- **Body Cocoon - Exfoliation** £45

following by application of aromatherapy oils and cream, before we wrap you up in a body cocoon and give you a scalp massage

- **Sienna Spray Tan** £20
- **Sienna 1 Hour Fast Tan** £20

MAKE UP

- **Special Occasion Make Up** £35
- **Special Occasion Make Up and Strip Lashes** £45

DERMALOGICA FACIALS

the moment your skin changed forever

ACE MAPPING® SKIN ANALYSIS

10 MINUTES FREE

Our Face Mapping® skin analysis takes all the guesswork out of getting results. Your Dermalogica Skin Therapist will diagnose your skin’s concerns and prescribe a no-nonsense home care and treatment regimen to deliver your optimum skin health in your 14 unique zones. A professional consultation that reveals your skin’s past, present... and healthiest future.

SKIN BAR

15 MINUTES | REDEEMABLE FEE £12.50 PER PERSON

Test-drive your prescribed regimen under the guidance of a professional Skin Therapist. At Skin Bar, you can learn about your skin with Face Mapping®, and then learn how to use the products, hands-on.

MICROZONE®

20 MINUTES £13

Want a professional skin treatment but short on time? Get on-the-spot skin solutions with MicroZone® treatments. We’ll address your top skin concern, hands-on, with our exclusive Dermalogica MicroZone® treatments – the quick fix for troubled skin. After consultation and Face Mapping® skin analysis we will determine your skin’s most pertinent skin needs and focus on key stages of treatment to get you maximum results in a minimum of time.

THE DERMALOGICA® SKIN TREATMENT

60 MINUTES £45

The Dermalogica Skin Treatment is 100% customised to your skin need’s based on consultation and a thorough, zone-by-zone Face Mapping® skin analysis, making it one treatment that is different every time! Totally designed to meet to your needs, each treatment includes professional double cleansing, exfoliation, extractions (as needed), masque, toner and skin protection. To complete your treatment experience you can customise your skin treatment with your choice of Touch Therapy.

DERMALOGICA SKIN TREATMENT

As Dermalogica professionals, we may choose from the following Dermalogica segmented lines to create the ultimate skin result:

AGE SMART®

Are the signs of ageing more prevalent on your skin? AGE Smart® will give it a revitalising power boost to firm, smooth, nourish, regenerate and energise while controlling the biochemical triggers that lead to skin ageing.

ULTRACALMING™

The Dermalogica UltraCalming™ products are serious relief for sensitised skin that calms, soothes and replenishes the most aggravated, irritated, inflamed skin.

MEDIBAC CLEARING®

It’s the end of the line for adult acne with this powerful line of products that will jump-start acne clearing and help prevent acne well beyond the treatment.